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ABSTRACT

By using the path integral method for superfields the Ward identities and the Callan-

Symanzik equations for the extended Wess-Zumino models are derived. From these the renormal-

izability and the asymptotically behaviour of all the extended Wess-Zumino models in d = 2 , 4

(mod 8 H 1 ' —Monal space-time are studied. In particular, we will come to the conclusion that

the supersymmetric Ward identities togeiher with the broken chiral Ward identities imply that a

single wave function renormalization is sufficient to renormalize the theory and that the theory is

not asymptotically free.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the simple supersymmetric theory the renorinalizabil it,

the Wess- Zumino scalar model has dealt with in tefs. [ 1- 5 ].

On the basis of the Ward identities for supersymmetry transfer

mations Iliopoulos and Zumino [ 2 ] proved that a single wave

function renormalization constant is sufficient to renormalize

the theory and the mass and coupling constants renarmalization

are absent in every order of perturbation theory.In [ 3 ] Tsao

concluded that the absence of anomalies in the Ward identities

associated with the broken chiral invariance. The renormaliza-

bility of the Wess- Zumino model was also achieved by Piguet

and Schweda [4 ] by moans of the BPHZ regulator free method.It

is noteworthy that by using the path integral method for the

chiral superfields Huq [ 5 ] has written down Ward identities

for supersymmetry transformations directly in terms of the

chiral superfields. From very neat and compact forms of these

Ward identities, he showed easily the main result of Ref. [ 2 ])

namely the fact that only the wave function renormalization is

needed.

Moreover, Ferrara, Iliopoulos and Zumino [ 6 J have inve-

stigated the renormalization group equations of the Wess-

Zumino model. They showed that the theory is certainly not

a free field theory when the coupling constant g is different

from zero.

In the past few years in the quantum field theory the Kaluza-

Klein idea about the space- time dimensions more than four has

been renewed | 7 - 10 ) and this idea has led to the appearance o£

many works of the extended supersymmetric theories in higher

space- time dimensions [ 7 - 13 ]. Interestingly, in Ref.i 13 ]
to.

the Wess- Zumino is extended(higher dimensions, leading to a
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geneialized Klein- Gordon uqimtion whose propagator is computed

in configuration space.

The aim of this paper is to consider the renormalizability

and the asymptotically behaviour of the extended Wess- Zumino

models iri higher space- time dimensions on the basis of the

Ward identities and the Callan- Symanzik equations in terms

of superfields. The plan of the paper is as follows. In sect.2

the super symmetric Ward idenlities for the extended Wess-Zumino

models in d - 2,4 ( mod 8 )- dimensional space- time are deri-

ved. Using these as a starting point in sect.3 we will study

the renormalizability of the extended Wess- Zumino models and

will show that the Ward identities of the supersymmetric inva-

riance and the Ward identities of the broken chiral invariance

imply that no more than a single wave function, a single mass

and a single coupling constants renormalization are needed.

Therefore the results of Refs. [ 1 - 5 ] can be extended to the

space-time of dimensions d - 2,4 ( mod 8 ).By using the Callan-

Symanzik equations in terms of superfields in sect.4 we will

prove that all the extended Wess- Zumino models in d - 2,4

( mod B )- dimensional space- time are not asymptotically

free. At last, sect. 5 is devoted to a brief discussion

of the results.

2. THE EUPERSYMMETkIC WARD IDENTITIES FOR THE EXTENDED

WESS- ZUMINO MODELS

In its simplest formulation, a Supercoordinate Space is cha-

racterized by 2k cipace- time parameters x M ( M = 0,l,...2k-l )

and 2 ̂  spinor parameters 0y ( V« 1,2,...,2^ ) (Following Refs.

I 10,12,13 1, hero we will also suppose that the space- time is

even- dimensional <l - 2k, so that the matrix I- \ and the W<;yl

spinors exist.) The supoi M<-Ul expansion for k > "J I hen leads

m «•

J ( 2.1 )

and terminates at fc) . Thi3 superfield is reducible and by

projecting out the left or right handed components,

0± 2

we can pick out the irreducible chiral fields.

*--(
with the expansion now terminating at Q

Under the supergymmetry transformation, the general scalar

superfield Cl) (x, Q ) transforms as follows

l
( 2.3 )

It is easy to see that the transformation law of the chiral

superfield is the same as the transformation law of the general

superfield,i.e.

( 2.4

In the d = 0,6 ( mod 8 )- dimensional space- time the Majo-

rana bilinear 0 0 vanishes identically. Therefore if we want

our theory to resemble the four dimensional version as far as

possible we must limit ourselves to d - 2,<) ( mod H ).

Let us now consider the extended Wess- Zumino models in



arbitrary dimensions 2k < k * In + 1, 4n + 2 ) . The action can

be written as follows [ 13,14 ]

( 2.b

Then, the generating functional W (J) for the Green functions

in presence of external soorcus J^[x,U ) takes the form

i j »> .t

2.6

where d[u) ] is an invariant measure over the superfields

j> <x, 0 > and 4'-(Xr ̂  ' •

Observe that under the change ( 2.4 ) the action is inva-

riant. Furthermore W(J) is invariant too,i.e.

( 2.7 )

Combining ( 2.6 ), ( 2,7 ) gives

"wcr;
.<**>*))

( 2 . 8 )

This is the Ward identity satisfied by W(J} in presence of

the sources J(x,Q ).

The Ward identity can be easily expressed in terms o£ the

connected Green functions, whirh are generated by the functio-

nal

Z{J) - - i In w< j) . ( 2.9 }

Ft is easy to si'e that Z(J) satisfies exactly the same

equation (2.8) as W(.I).
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For the renormalization program, it is useful to express the

Wan! identity in terms of the one" particle irreducible ( 1P1 I

Green functions, or vertex functions. They are generated by the

functional | (y) obtained from Z{J) by a functional Legendre

transformation , j

y
t J.

where

In terms of (~ ( ty) the Ward .identity ( 2.6 ) becomes

( 2.12 )

3. RENORMALIZATION OF THE EXTENDED WESS- ZUMINO MODELS

According to the method of Refs.[ 15,16 ] we can define

" generalized superdelta- function " o (x,0;xr, Q' ) in 2k-

dimensional space- time and obtain its following property

with the help of ( 3.1 I first taking the functional derivative

of ( 2.12 ) with respect to d> , then putting all \^> ' s equal

to zero, we have finally

oC ( 3.2 )
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Similarly, taking the second an third derivatives of ( 2.12 J

with respect to ^ and then putting all ^ 's equal to zero.

( 3.3 I

and

-- - 6 ) •

3.4 )

From ( 3.2 ) follows that the superfields have vanishing

vacuum expectation values.

As the next step, we introduce the Fourier transforms

/

3 . 5 )

where t - x - y and ( <x,0;y,(}) a
1 *

r 1 (x, 0^ ;y ,a^ ; z, U, ).and a similar expression holds fo

Let us define " renormalized " quantities

—M
(3.6)

with 2 is tho wave function renormalization constant, H is
'l

the ronormalized mass and g iy renormalized coupling constant

We denote the ( rs-normalized ) n- point vertex function by

and can be chuiien in with ( 3.3 ), (3. A )

-7-

(L, ; (3.8)

(3.9)

where A,B are constant factors.

Note that because of ( 2.5 ) the following condition is

satisfied by j ( y ) a

(3.10)

Taking the first and second functional derivatives with respect

W and setting l[± - 0 , we get respectively

* ( - - O (3.11)

(3.12)

Going over to momentum space and using eqs. ( 3.7 )- ( 3.9 )

we arrive at the results

H-! " z M ' (3.13)

fc z: Z^a (3.14)
When A, B are chosen so that
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/\"l (--J-
I 3.15 )

B - 2 A^

In the particular case k - 2 , we find A - B - 1/2 . The-

refore , we get back to the known result in Ref. [ 5 ].

The relations ( 3.13 ), ( 3.14 ) show that in every order of

the perturbation theory^o mass renormalization counterterm and

no coupling constant renorroalization counterterm are necessary.

These complete our proof that in d - 2,4 ( mod 8 )-dimen-

sional space- time the extended Wess- Zumino models have only

one divergence , a logarithmic infinity due to a wave function

renoimalization of the multiplet .Here too, from ( 3.13 ),

( 3.14 ) we have the important, relation

f< g t ) - 3 g4 JT< 94 ) . < 3.i6 )

which teaches us that no fixed point exists, which can be rea-

ched continous.ly from the origin.

In addition, by means of the transformation law of the chi-

ral superfields under the ctiiral transformation

< 3.17 )

( 3.18)

- u ) ( 3.19 )

we see that the broken chiral Ward identity turn out to be free

of anomalies.

In brief, all the corresponding results in 4- dimensiondl

situations ( sue Refs. ( 1 - !> ] ) can l,e e> I ended and (jeneja-

and taking into account the equations of motion

DD Q)t - 2 M q>_ + 2 J. + 2 g

and utilizing identity

lized to d - 2,4 ( mod 8 ) dimensions, viz. d = 4, 10, 12, 20,

26, ...

4. THE CALLAN- SYMANZIK EQUATION

In this section we shall deal with the asymptotically beha-

viour of the extended Wess- Zumino models. For this purpose^

we study the renormalization group equations of the extended

Wess- Zumino models.

FromO.lO) it follows that the renormalized one- particle

irreducible n- point functions I (x^ , &.: *j i A : • • ••x^ 'On ) • in

which the external lines stand for any field of the chiral mul-

tiplet, satisfy the following Callan- Symanzik equation in

terms of superfield at any order of perturbation theory

4.1 )

By setting n - 2 in eq.( 4.1 ), going over to momentum space

and using ( 3.8 ), ( 3.9 ) we obtain

Then, in analogy to the results of Ref.[ 6 ) the renormaliza-

tion group functions j~>( g ) , /j ( g ) and t)( g, ) are expressed

in terms of a single function f( g^ ) as follows
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f < g | being delinud by

•7'X/, 2'
f ( g ) = Jim M -,--," (4.4

with T is the regulator parameter.

The relations ( 4.3 ), ( 4.4 } show that all the extended

Wess- Zumino models in d - 2,4 ( mod 8 )- dimensional space-

time under consideration is not asymptotically free. More pre-

cisely, the usual positivity restriction on J implies in our

model a positivity restriction on /> . So, these results are

an important extension of the ones found by the authors of

Ref. [ 6 ] .

5. DISCUSSIONS

The method developed here should be very useful in the stu-

dies of the renormalizability and asymptoticaly behaviour of

the extended supersymmetric theories.

It is worth pointing out that in the 4- dimensional case

( the ordinary Wess- Zumino model ) from very neat and compact

forms of the Ward identity ( 2.12 ) and the Callan- Symanzik

equation ( 1.1 I we can easily obtain all the results of

R e f s . [ 1 - 6 1 .

Consequently, 'he path integral method for supprfields not

only is more convenient than the one for component

fields of superfield but also is the unique method that we can

use to extend all results of 1 he renormalizability and the

asymptotically behaviour of thy simple supersymmetric theory to

that of the aupei "symmetric theucies : N - 1, d > 4 .
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